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compositionally, the results on this demo are
exactly as expected. there’s quite a bit of
bass and stereo layering on this demo but,
otherwise, the drums sound a little muddy.
the best way to experience the full-tone, well-
layered character of the drums on this demo
is to crank the master clock all the way up
and to cranked up and set the speaker
monitoring to the max. vixen ebony rocroft
drums kontakt (2017) is made using the
vintage drums by the perfect hour. rocroft
creates a rich, unique texture over a simple,
familiar structure, with great spacing and
velocity. as always, there is a rich variety of
tuning and velocity options. “rocroft drums
feature a haunting percussive atmosphere
with three kinds of natural resins to create a
rich, warm, funky tone.” –read more
alternativesdrums from vixen (35) are highly
detailed and textured, and feature a unique
natural resonance. being a percussive
instrument, these are perfect for grooving
over the classic 808 kick. they also work well
with additional, hi-hats or guiro. the kits
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available for sale in the vixen website
include click, snare, tom, natural, hybrid, and
birdie. vixen drums (2.99) – based on the
vex drum kits from australia by the vixen.
vex is the top drum company in australia.
"each kit is comprised of a different set of
vex drums; the kits are then meticulously
sampled and programmed to bring you the
exact dry click sounds of these drums. read
more alternativescanadian drums from
chorale (63) are modeled after the canadian
military percussion instruments. "the chorale
is a 16-beat group of drums that was
developed in the 1950s by the royal
canadian mounted police. it is the standard
percussion ensemble for the canadian armed
forces. the chorale is made up of 4 drums
and a set of cymbals. chorale is primarily
found in the infantry, and the drums
themselves make up a very distinct part of
that performance. it is also used as a
marching band replacement ensemble in
many units. read more
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